Scabal’s new Autumn Winter collections journey forward with the introduction of a new luxury capsule drawing inspiration from both the British Countryside and the urban city landscape.

Wool trench coats and corduroy suits are styled together for a smart country casual look, while tailored hunting jackets are paired with cosy cashmere knits and wool flannel trousers ideal for style and warmth when exploring the outdoors.

The urban landscape of London inspired the development of a selection of lightweight hybrid wool blazers, wool parkas and quilted, water resistant, wool jackets, perfect to keep your style sartorial even in the worst weather.

Colours graduate from warm browns, rusts and greens to sharp blues and greys with burgundy highlights.

Scabal’s exclusive fabric collections lend a seasonal weight whilst still feeling soft and luxurious. Suiting designs offer simple classics whilst the jackets give the opportunity to stand out in the dull wintry months. Overcoatings are warm and comforting featuring the finest wools and cashmere to create true investment pieces ideal for years to come.
OVERCOAT - ZEUS - Nº 852757
JACKET - GLENEAGLE - Nº 802741

GLENEAGLE - Nº 802741